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Medicine Ball Exercises

!
! Choose a subgroup of the below exercises that will allow you to get an intense 
workout for about 30 minutes. Plan on performing each exercise within the group 3 to 5 
times. Rest about 15 to 20 seconds between each set. Stretch well before this workout 
to avoid injuries. If you find some of the exercise are too difficult, modify it to suit your 
needs. Please refer to the video blog containing all of these exercises, showing exactly 
how to perform them. Have fun! If you need a medicine ball at home, check out our 
great selection at www.GymnasticsStrength.com

ABS and Upper body

Crunch, straight arm ball press to ceiling - knees bent, back flat on floor, ball pointed 
towards ceiling, arms straight. Crunch, press ball and chin towards ceiling. 20 - 40 reps
Easy/moderate

Crunch ball press toss - ball in hands about 6 inches off chest in crunch position. 
crunch, with chin pointing to ceiling. At top of the crunch press toss the ball. Hold body 
at top of crunch and catch ball. repeat. 15 - 20 reps
Moderate

Leg raise towards ball - lay flat ball pointed towards ceiling, arms straight. pull both 
legs (knees straight) towards ball. ball stays in same position. 12 to 15 reps
Moderate/Hard

leg raises with ball between them - lay flat on floor, ball squeezed between ankles. 
Bring legs up perpendicular to body holding on to ball. Medicine ball only needs to be 
light weight for this one. 12 - 15 reps
Moderate/Hard

switch leg toe touch - lay flat on floor, ball over your head on floor. One leg comes up 
simultaneously with ball from over head. Touch toe with ball return to flat, repeat with 
other leg. 10 to 12 reps each leg
Moderate

Rapid side to side ball touches - sitting down, knees bent, feet slightly off floor. Tilt 
body slightly back balancing in this position. take ball, touch on floor on left side, rapidly 
take ball to other side and touch floor. 20 to 25 each side
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Moderate/Hard

Rapid arms level side to side - Same position as prior exercise but extend arms out 
straight in front of you holding ball. Go side to side rapidly keeping arms parallel to floor. 
20 to 25 reps each side
Moderate

Incline side to side (gym only) - same motion as previous exercise but do it on 
inclined bench, with back about 45 degrees off bench. 20 to 25 reps each side
Hard

L ball switches - lay flat on floor, legs straight up feet pointed towards ceiling. Ball in 
hands, arms straight, pointed towards ceiling. Move arms and ball only side to side 
touching the floor. Keep arms straight. In order to balance while ball is at one side, your 
legs may need to fall slightly to opposite side. 15 reps each side
Moderate 

Hollow hold, ball between ankles - put ball between your ankles. You can use lighter 
weight here in order to hold the ball between your ankles. If you go heavier, rest it more 
on top of the lower legs. Hold legs straight out 6 inches above the floor. Hold upper 
body about 6 inches off the floor. arms crossed over chest. Hold for 30 seconds
Hard

Half V ups - lying on back with legs straight up towards ceiling. Bring ball and upper 
body towards legs and touch toes with ball. lay back down leaving legs up. 10 - 12 reps
Moderate

ball v ups - tough maneuver. lay flat on floor, body straight. Ball is overhead on floor 
with arms straight. Bring both legs up while bringing upper body up at the same time in 
a “V” shape. Touch toes wit ball and go back down. 10 to 12 reps
Hard/Very hard

crunched knee swings - Lay on your back, legs up and bent 90 degrees. Place ball 
between your knees and squeeze. Now keeping your shoulders flat on floor, rotate 
knees to one side, touch floor and bring back and over to the other side. 10 reps each 
side
Moderate

ball balance crunch - same position as previous exercise but take the ball from your 
knees and place them on top of upper portion of feet. Hold it there while you perform 
normal crunches. 30 reps
Moderate
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sit up ball throws - sit about 4 to 6 feet from a wall. Perform a sit up with ball over 
head. Explode with your sit up so you can throw the ball at the top of your sit up against 
a wall. Catch and repeat. 15 reps
Moderate

partner ab twists - sit back to back with a partner. Knees are bent and feet slightly off 
floor. Take ball and reach to either side handing it to your partner. Partner brings ball 
around to other side and hands off. Takes practice but you want to get where you can 
perform quickly. 60 seconds fast as you can
Moderate

hollow hold ball press - hold same hollow position from above exercise. legs straight, 
feet 6 inches off the floor. Upper body slight hollow, 6 inches off the floor. Hold position 
and rapidly press ball off your chest towards ceiling. 30 seconds
Moderate/Hard

hollow hold shoulder raises - same hollow position but now take ball from straight out 
above your head and move towards you waste and then back to over your head. Arms 
with just a slight bend. 30 secs
Moderate/Hard

Wall Chest pass - stand in front of a wall. Take ball from chest and pass ball against 
wall  as hard as possible, pushing ball straight out from chest. Just like a basketball 
chest pass. Step forward with one leg on pass and then swap on next pass. As many as 
you can in a minute
easy

Wall overhead soccer throw - Similar to chest pass, but throw ball from overhead with 
extreme force. as many as you can in a minute
easy

Wall twist throw - Face wall, turn body, bringing medicine ball to your side, arms 
straight and low. Turn body quickly with arms simultaneously throwing ball against the 
wall. Switch sides on each toss. As many as you can in a minute each side
Easy

Swinging Chops - Stand with legs pretty wide and swing medicine ball from top, over 
the head all the way through the legs using the whole upper body. Fast for one minute
Easy/Moderate

Around the world - ball in hands with arms straight. Swing ball in giant circle from 
overhead around to side and in front below the waist. One minute one direction then 
switch
Easy
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Standing ball twists - Stand straight up with legs shoulder with. Hold ball with arms 
straight out in front of you, parallel to the floor. Twist upper body as far as possible, one 
side and then to the other, holding ball in place. Perform for one minute
Easy

Superman hold - on your belly. Raise legs and upper body with ball straight out in front 
of you in an arched position. Hold 30 seconds. Might need lighter weight. This one is 
tough
hard

Superman lifts - same position as before but do reps of the arch ups with ball straight 
out. 15 to 20 reps
Hard

Leg lifts (gym only unless you have a bench) - lay flat, belly down on a bench with 
lower half of body hanging off bench. Edge of bench should be right at waist line. Hold 
sides of bench with your hands and place ball between your ankles. Lift legs as high as 
possible in to an arched position. Use lighter weight. 10 to 12 reps
Hard

Hollow to superman - combination advanced move. Assume a hollow hold, feet 6 
inches off of the floor, and upper body 6 inches off the floor holding ball over head. Roll 
from this position to an arch, holding ball in place, off the floor and legs off the floor. 
Hold each for a count of two and then rotate to next. Start off with lighter weight for this 
one also. 10 reps
Hard/Very Hard

Ball push ups - both hands on ball, balancing yourself in a prone position and perform 
push ups keeping the ball stable. If too difficult perform on your knees. Better to use the 
small medicine balls (around 1o inch or less diameter) for this exercise.15 - 30 reps
Moderate or easy on knees

Ball balance, leg crunch - balance both hands on the ball in the push up position 
again. Bring one knee towards the opposite arm in a crunching motion. Alternate legs
15 reps each leg
Moderate 

One arm on ball push up - Assume a push up position, with one arm on the medicine 
ball. Perform a push up with one hand on ball. At top of push up, roll ball to other arm 
and perform push up. Better to use the small medicine balls (around 1o inch or less 
diameter) for this exercise 10 to 15 on each side. Perform on knees if too difficult
Moderate or easy on knees

inclined push up - place the ball under your feet so they are elevated. Perform push up  
in this position, keeping ball stable. Larger medicine balls better for this exercise. 10 - 
30 reps
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Moderate to hard

Upper and lower body combo

Sit up get ups - perform a sit up with knees bent and ball over head. Continue to a 
stand from sit up keeping ball over your head. as many in a minute as possible
Moderate

Rock and Roll get up press - Ball near your chest. Roll on your back in a tucked 
position and then forward. Use your momentum to go in to a stand and then press the 
ball over your head. One minute
Moderate

Rock and Roll get up jump - Ball near your chest. Roll on your back in a tucked 
position and then forward. Use your momentum to go in to a stand and then explode in 
to a jump. Land and sit back and repeat. 45 seconds
Moderate

squat jumps - squat down to a 90 degree knee bend holding ball at your chest, explode 
in to a jump and land back in squatted position. as many in 30 seconds as possible
Moderate

squat jump, ball over head - same as previous exercise but hold the ball straight over 
your head with slight bend in arms during jump. as many in 30 seconds as possible
Moderate

squat tuck jumps - squat down to a 90 degree knee bend holding ball at your chest, 
explode in to a jump and bring your knees in to a tuck and land back in squatted 
position. as many in 30 seconds as possible
Hard/very hard

Squat, ball press - Squat 90 degrees and instead of jump just come back up straight. 
as you stand, press ball from chest to overhead. Perform this explosively. One minute
Easy/Moderate

squat, ball triceps - Same motion but ball is behind head with elbows bent while 
squatting. As you stand, straighten arms with ball to overhead working triceps. One 
minute
Easy/Moderate

squat, ball curl - Squat with ball hanging low arms straight, curl as you stand from 
squat. One minute
Easy/Moderate
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Squat, ball curl press combo - Combine the squat ball curl and press. Curl as you 
stand and continue through to a press over head at top of stand. One minute
Easy/Moderate

Squat, front shoulder raise - squat, ball hanging low arms straight. As you stand, lift 
ball with arms straight all the way over head. One minute
Easy/Moderate

lunge jump switches - ball at chest, legs in lunge position. Squat in a lunge and 
explode in to a jump holding ball at chest. In the air switch legs and land in a lunge with 
other leg forward. Repeat. Done rapidly. 30 seconds
moderate/hard

lunge jumps, ball over head - same motion as before but hold ball directly over head 
with slight bend in arms. 30 seconds
moderate/hard

lunge ball triceps - same as squat but do with lunge taking out the jump. One minute
Easy/moderate

Lunge, knee up twist - Hold ball at chest. Go back in to a lunge. as you come up from 
the lunge, bring back leg up and in front of you bending knee to chest. AS you bring 
knee up, twist medicine ball to that side. do 15 reps on one side then switch to other
Moderate

Scale balance rows - Balancing on one leg, bring one leg behind you with knee 
straight and parallel to the ground. Also allow chest to come down towards the ground. 
Let ball dangle in hands below the chest. Balance in this position and bring ball to chest 
in a row motion. 30 reps
Moderate

high knee ball twists - standing in place, do a high knee jog (this should be a jumping 
motion, challenging). Knees should come up to waist level. twist the upper body with the 
ball at chest towards the side with the high knee. Tough exercise. 30 seconds
Hard/very hard

high knee ball press - same high knee jog motion, press ball rapidly from chest to 
overhead as each knee comes up. This is a rapid motion. 30 seconds
Hard

Standing knee up, ball down - Similar to previous exercise except you are standing 
and merely pulling your knee up in front of you body and doing a downward twisting 
motion with the ball towards the high knee. One foot should always be on the ground.
Do this for 45 seconds quickly
Easy/Moderate
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Wall sit, ball between knees - Sit with back against a wall, legs 90 degrees. Place ball 
in between knees. Hold one minute
Moderate

Jumping ball swings - Start in squatted position with ball hanging between legs. 
Explode in to a jump while simultaneously swinging ball over top of the head at the top 
of the jump. Bring the ball back down during the descent landing back in the starting 
position. 30 seconds
Hard

Jump, rotate ball swings - This one is advanced. Perform this just like the previous 
exercise, but during the jump, rotate the body 180 degrees and land in the same 
position as you started. Turn body opposite way on next jump. 30 seconds
hard/very hard

Wall sit, ball out - Same wall sit but hold ball with arms straight directly out in front of 
you. Hold one minute
moderate

Wall sit combo (only if you have 2 medicine balls) - Ball hold between knees and 
one with arms straight out. One Minute
Moderate/Hard

fast jump calve burn - Stand facing just a few inches a wall, ball straight up over head. 
Perform rapid jumps touching the ball on the wall as high as you can. Jumps should be 
punches on the balls of your feet with just a little flex in the knees, working calve 
muscle. As many jumps in 45 seconds
moderate
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Medicine Ball Workout 
Training Tracker

Date: 

Instructions:
1. Print a blank copy for each new day. 
2. Select several exercises from the master list of medicine ball exercises and add them 
below.
3. Enter your reps or time for each exercise for each round.
4. Record your total workout time at the bottom.
5. File each day’s workout in a folder.

Exercise Round 1 
Reps/Time

Round 2 
Reps/Time

Round 3 
Reps/Time

Round 4 
Reps/Time

Round 5 
Reps/Time

Total Workout Time:
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